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The honeycomb structure is
inspired by the honeycomb.

Why are honeycombs formed in hexagons?

There are gaps in the array 
of circles. So, it is not strong.

Honeycomb sandwich 
structure is thin, light 
and strong!

JAXA
http://www.rocket.jaxa.jp/basic/knowledge/fairing.html

Hexagons have no gaps.
You can make strong things 
with few materials.

How to make 
honeycomb structure

Glue 
the red line.

Put  on the
next paper.

Glue 
the blue line.

Put on the
next paper.
(Repeat×4)

After stacking 8 sheets,

Cut into 
4 equal parts

8×4=32
32  sheets are
stuck together

Glue the blue
line.And stack
4 parts.

Put the PET bottles one by one in order.

It was made from 
just one piece of 
newspaper , but
it’s  safe to put 
on about 10 kg!

Children's impressions
●Hexagons proved to be strong.
●If bees know that hexagons are strong, they are very    
clever. I'm scared of bees, but I want to take a closer 
look at the beehives.
●The group that made the tough sandwiches 
wondered how they made them.
●We made things, brought plastic bottles, and we all 
worked together.
●It‘s amazing that I can make something strong with 
just newspaper.
●I learned that the honeycomb structure is used in 
various places.
●I was surprised to learn that it was also used for 
rockets.

What is a honeycomb structure? 

①Only one newspaper ②Cut into 8 equal parts

④Make a sandwich between two boards.

Let's make a honeycomb 
structure using newspaper!

③Make a honeycomb
structure with 8 pieces.

Honeycomb structure is 
used in various ways.

Airplane wall 
and wings

Shinkansen

Payload fairing

How to make a honeycomb structure. 

Group work 

The honeycomb structure is
inspired by the honeycomb.



 
 

 
 
 

It was said that this honeycomb structure was difficult to mass produce. 
However, in the UK, using Japanese Tanabata decorations as a hint, it has become possible to mass produce 
honeycomb cores. 
Tanabata is one of the Japanese events. It was introduced from China and has become an event unique to Japan. 
There is a legend that Orihime, Vega in the constellation of Lyra, and Hikoboshi, Altair in the constellation of 
Aquila, can cross the Milky Way and meet once a year, on July 7th. It is said that if you hang a strip of paper with 
your wish written on it on a bamboo branch, your wish will come true. Many different decorations are also hung. 
For the Tanabata Festival, children make many Tanabata decorations and decorate them on bamboo. 
This "Milky Way" decoration became the inspiration for mass production of honeycomb structures. 
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Let’s make a dancing honeycomb ball ! 

I.Hagiwara ,K.Nara (2019) Origami Science Nikkankougyoushinbunsya  
HAYUMA(2017) Technology learning from the shape and movement of living things PHPkenkyujyo 

Cut out 
８ round pieces of paper.

Using the CD 
as a template.

Fold all eight 
pieces of 
round paper 
in half.

Glue

Open it up and put glue in the middle.
Fold it in half again and paste it 
together.
(Do the same for all 8 sheets.)

Glue

Glue

Next, apply glue to the top and 
bottom like this.
Do the same for all 8 sheets 
and paste them together.

Use cellophane tape to attach the rubber 
bands. Attach the end of the honeycomb ball 
with glue. You can also use a paper clip to 
attach it.
If you have a small rubber band, attach it at 
the top and you are done.

”Tanabata” is the star festival on July 7th in Japan. 

In Japan, you can find water 
balloons like this one at festival 
stalls.

Orihime
Vega in Lyra

Hikoboshi
Altair in 
Aquila

Milky Way Paper with 
your wish

on July 7th
“TANABATA” is the star festival

Shell
lanthanum

Milky way

TANABATA Decoration ①Fold in half. ②Fold in half. ③Cut with
a scissors.

④Cut with
a scissors.

⑤Open stretch and finished.


